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A B S T R A C T

Output pulses of a 100 kHz mid-infrared OPCPA system are post-compressed from 4.7 cycles down to 2.3 cycles
by using a combination of a dielectric and a semiconductor crystal in a hybrid thin plate setup. Efficient
spectral broadening is demonstrated with 11 W average input power. After compression the output power
reached 6.8 W with exceptional CEP and energy stability for a several hours. The post-compressed pulses were
carefully characterized in both temporal and spatial domains, resulting in 2.3-cycle temporal duration at 3.1 μm
central wavelength with a temporal Strehl ratio of 0.73 and a spatial Strehl ratio of 0.97. Thermal limitations
due to multiphoton absorption of semiconductors present at this power level are explored by temperature
measurements, which are supported by detailed numerical simulations. Upscaling for higher average powers
was also investigated.

1. Introduction

High repetition rate mid-infrared (MIR) (3–8 μm) laser systems are
now being developed at a very high pace due to their applicability
to strong-field physics in solid-state media [1], to time-resolved spec-
troscopy [2], and also to extend the photon cut-off energy in high
harmonic generation [3]. Some of these applications require few-cycle
carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stable MIR pulses, often achieved by
the optical parametric chirped pulse amplification (OPCPA) technique
providing large bandwidth and/or spectral tunability. Producing pulses
with less than 4 optical cycles in the 3 to 4 μm spectral range remains
very challenging based solely on the current OPCPA technology [4–8].
Shorter pulses can be generated by additional compression techniques
mainly based on nonlinear spectral broadening [8–19]. In this spectral
range, the post-compression of low average power sources has been
demonstrated by using noble-gas filled hollow-core waveguides [9,10].
These fibers exhibit around 50% total transmission mainly due to cap-
illary losses and material absorption, which means net peak power is
only increased for relatively long initial pulses (>50 fs). This limitation
is somewhat mitigated in antiresonant-guiding photonic crystal fibers
(ARR-PCFs) [8,11], where transmission around 85% can be achieved.

Multipass cells (Herriott cell) using bulk media [12,13] and recently
noble gases [14,15] are promising candidates for post-compression for
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wide range of pulse parameters, but to the best of our knowledge, no
implementation was presented for MIR wavelengths so far. The reason
behind is mainly the scarcity of adequate chirped and broadband HR
mirror coatings for the given wavelength range.

A cheaper and much simpler post-compression scheme for intense
MIR pulses employs bulk solid-state media [16–19], where the non-
linear refractive index (n2) is orders of magnitude higher compared to
inert gases inside the hollow-core waveguides. With carefully chosen
bulk geometry, material choice and divergence control, spectral broad-
ening can be achieved with input pulse energies orders of magnitude
above the critical self-focusing limit [17].

Efficient spectral broadening from a single bulk plate is limited by
plasma formation due to ionization, which results in nonlinear losses
and degradation of the beam profile at higher input intensities [18].
To overcome the limitations of single-plate compression of MIR pulses,
different material thin plates of opposite group velocity dispersion
(GVD) could be employed in alternating order, in a hybrid setup.
Having the appropriate parameters for these plates, such as n2, GVD
and thickness, may allow to compensate the spectral phase (up to the
second order phase) on the subsequent plate, resulting in sufficient
intensity to drive the nonlinear broadening efficiently.

In the 3–4 μm wavelength region narrow bandgap semiconductors –
unlike dielectrics and most glasses – have positive GVD, which makes
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental arrangement. SM1 and SM2 are concave spherical mirrors.

them an essential component in a hybrid setup. The semiconductors
have higher linear and nonlinear losses compared to dielectrics, based
on band model calculations and previous measurements [18,20]. This
can lead to serious local temperature increase with high average power
driver lasers. At the level of multiple tens of watts, limitations may
occur such as thermal lensing, stress induced damage, and even distur-
bances of ambient air around the semiconductor plate caused by the
heat exchange.

In this paper, we demonstrate the highest average power
semiconductor-dielectric hybrid thin plate post-compression, achieving
2.3 optical cycles from the initial 4.7 cycle pulses, centered at 3.1 μm.
The significant temperature rise of the semiconductor thin plate was
monitored during the experiment, which provided useful input data
for numerical simulations. Further upscaling in terms of average power
was investigated, based on the results of numerical simulations.

2. Experimental technique

Extension capabilities of the MIR laser system of ELI-ALPS [5,21]
emitting at 3.2 μm central wavelength were investigated by using a
post-compression scheme based on nonlinear broadening in centrosym-
metric crystals. Several aspects were considered to find the optimal
crystals for the task: nonlinear refractive index, spectral transmission,
GVD, bandgap and multiphoton absorption parameters. Note that all
materials have positive specific third order dispersion, which can limit
pulse compressibility. In order to decouple the spatial and spectral im-
pact of the Kerr effect and to gain precise control of material dispersion
the application of millimeter thin nonlinear media is required.

Furthermore, as the MIR laser system provides relatively high av-
erage power (>10 W), the spot size on the material is also limited,
since high average power density may easily lead to optical damage
through thermal shock in the material. These geometrical constrains
prompted us to choose the highest nonlinear refractive index materials
to ensure sufficient broadening. Furthermore, nonlinear media with the
least amount of linear and non-linear absorption around 3.2 μm were
preferred.

There are two types of crystal materials that are transmitting in
the MIR spectral region: semiconductors with narrow bandgap and
dielectrics with wide bandgap. Semiconductors, as it was mentioned
in the introduction, have positive GVD at 3.2 μm and high non-
linear refractive index (>10−15 cm2/W), but because of the narrow
bandgap fewer photons are needed for nonlinear absorption, which
can decrease transmission at high intensities. On the other hand, di-
electrics have negative GVD, but much lower nonlinear refractive index
(<10−15 cm2/W). Semiconductors as silicon and germanium were the
prime candidates as they have the highest nonlinear refractive index
of 3.79⋅10−14 cm2/W and 3.68⋅10−13 cm2/W respectively [22]. Ger-
manium has a bandgap of 0.66 eV, allowing two photon absorption at
3.2 μm (0.39 eV). Silicon on the other hand has a bandgap of 1.1 eV, set-
ting the onset of non-linear absorption to three or more photon making
it preferable to germanium. Several commercially available dielectrics
were also considered: fluorides [23,24], sapphire [24] and YAG [25]
out of which YAG has the highest nonlinearity of 7⋅ 10−16 cm2/W.
These arguments lead us to choose YAG and silicon for the setup, a

combination also proposed by Faming Lu, et al. [18], for a laser with
parameters somewhat similar to the ELI-ALPS MIR laser.

The 100 kHz OPCPA system delivered 50 fs compressed pulses (43 fs
FTL) at the time of the experiment. An average power of 11 W from
the laser was coupled into a focusing arrangement with a f = 500 mm
focal length gold coated concave spherical mirror (Fig. 1, SM1). First,
spectral broadening of the initially 50 fs pulses is examined in individ-
ual pieces of uncoated 2 mm thick YAG crystal at Brewster-angle [16],
and an AR coated 1 mm thick Si alone, then the combination of
these were tested. The thickness of the plates was chosen to optimize
both spectral broadening and recompression. Thinner plates have lower
B-integral and consequently less SPM at the same input intensities,
making them less desirable in this application. Choosing thicker than
1–2 mm Si and YAG has disadvantages with the given input laser
parameters. Both material is highly dispersive in this spectral region,
meaning that the useful thickness in terms of SPM is limited, as the laser
intensity within the plates drops after few millimeter of propagation.
Additionally, increasing the thickness of plates, the added positive TOD
limits the efficiency of final recompression achieved by bulk materials
exclusively. Finally, recompression is performed in a window made of
CaF2 having negative GVD.

A multi-octave spectrum analyzer (Mozza, Fastlite) was used to
measure the spectrum of the post-compressed pulses. The average
power measurement was performed with a thermopile power meter
(UP55M-500W-H12-D0, Gentec-EO). The pulse duration before and
after the plates were measured with an SH-FROG device (see detailed
description at Chapter 3.2). The beam profile was characterized before
and after the focus point with a pyroelectric scanning slit beam profiler
(Nanoscan, Ophir). The laser peak intensities on the plates were calcu-
lated using these measurements. Fine dispersion tuning is performed
via a 100 kHz acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (Dazzler,
Fastlite) in the OPCPA system.

3. Results

3.1. Spectral broadening

Our aim was to achieve sub-20 fs FTL spectral broadening and
recompress the pulses close to 2-cycle FWHM pulse duration, while
keeping the nonlinear absorption losses as low as possible. In this work,
both plates were kept behind the focal plane, measured to be at 505 mm
from to the focusing mirror. By increasing the intensity on the plates
(achieved by decreasing the distance from the focal plane), losses fairly
increase as nonlinear absorption processes inside the silicon and YAG
become significant. Moving the YAG at a distance shorter than 525 mm
from to the focusing mirror, visible filamentation and self-focusing
was observed together with increasing optical losses (similarly as in
ref [19] for CaF2) and spectral instability, then finally optical damage
of the output surface. Increasing the intensity on the Si plate gradually
increased the nonlinear absorption, which turned into heat, and finally
optical damage of the AR coating was observed for peak intensities
greater than 300 GW/cm2.

The empirically found optimal experimental parameters and results
of spectral broadening are quantified in Table 1, and the measured
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Fig. 2. Measured spectra with different nonlinear media: input reference spectrum
(black), with only YAG (blue) at 525 mm, only Si (red) at 580 mm and with YAG
(at 525 mm) and Si (at 675 mm) crystals together (purple). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Table 1
Measured parameters of thin-plate compression setup. The FTL duration was calculated
from the measured spectra. The values in brackets refer to the distance of the given
plate from the focusing mirror.

Material
(position)

Peak intensity
[GW/cm2]

Absorption loss
[%]

Output energy
[μJ]

FTL
[fs]

YAG (525 mm) 275 2 104 34.4
Si (580 mm) 207 14 92 21.4
YAG (525 mm)
& Si (675 mm)

275 & 77 11 92 17.5

spectra are displayed in Fig. 2. The obtainable FTL duration did not
decreased significantly below values shown in Table 1 even at the
positions, where intensity (and consequently nonlinear losses) were
higher. Output energy refers to pulse energy measured right after the
plate(s). The measured reflection losses were around 1% and 2.5% for
YAG and Si, respectively. The results show that by using a single plate
alone, further spectral broadening beyond 2–3 cycle FTL bandwidth
becomes impractical, due to excessive losses.

Finally, the combination of the two crystals was tested. The YAG
crystal was placed at its optimal position at 525 mm from the focusing
mirror (Table 1). After the YAG the pulses are spectrally broadened and
self-compressed [17], which is proved by the measured pulse duration
of 36.8 fs with an error of 0.71% RMS. The ideal position for the AR
coated Si plate was found to be at 675 mm from to the focusing mir-
ror again determined by significant spectral broadening together with
reasonably low (∼10%) losses due to nonlinear absorption, without
any observable optical damage. The calculated B-integral was 0.7 and
3.96 radian inside the YAG and the Silicon plates respectively. This
configuration provides 9.2 W with 17.5 fs FTL duration which translates
to 1.7 optical cycles at 3.1 μm central wavelength (Fig. 2). The spectral
hole at 4.2–4.3 μm is due to CO2 absorption in air, while the modulation
at 2.6–2.7 μm is caused by absorption of water vapor in the air of the
laboratory (40% relative humidity).

After propagation through the 2 plates, the beam profile exhibits
a sinc intensity distribution due to the spatial Kerr effect. The second
spherical mirror (Fig. 1, SM2) collimated the spectrally broadened
beam to 8 mm diameter (at 1/e2 intensity level). This mirror was
specifically chosen to reflect only the central part of the diffraction
pattern eliminating the outer rings, which were blocked behind the
mirror. This way, only the central part of the intensity distribution
was kept, which resulted in an additional loss. All together the beam
clipping and the propagation through the various optics resulted in a
net loss of 2 W. Finally, the remaining beam (7.2 W) was sent to the
bulk compressor, and then to the diagnostics. Due to Fresnel losses, the
output average power after the uncoated CaF2 compressor was 6.8 W
(68 μJ).

Fig. 3. (a) Measured SH-FROG trace of the post-compressed pulse (with 3.3 mm CaF2)
and (b) reconstructed SH-FROG trace with an error of 1.06% RMS, yielding 22.8 fs
FWHM pulse duration.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of all-reflective TIPTOE setup. The modulation of the
total ionization yield is recorded as the function of time delay, from which temporal
characterization of the post-compressed pulses can be achieved.

3.2. Temporal characterization

Temporal characterization of the compressed pulses was first per-
formed by a home-built all-reflective second-harmonic (SH) based
FROG device equipped with an InGaAs based spectrometer
(NIR-QUEST512-2.5, Ocean Optics). A 100 μm thick AGS crystal (𝜃 =
36.6◦) is used for the SH-FROG, with a spectral acceptance bandwidth
of 4100 cm−1 (i.e. from 1.9 μm to 8 μm) at 3.1 μm, which is sufficient
to measure the pulses discussed here. Recompression was tested with
the available 2, 3.3, 4 and 5 mm of CaF2 windows, from which the
3.3 mm thick one provided the cleanest temporal profile with an FWHM
duration of 22.8 fs (2.3 cycles at 3.1 μm). The measured and the
reconstructed SH-FROG traces are shown in Fig. 3 (a–b).

An alternative temporal characterization measurement was also
performed with the TIPTOE (tunneling ionization with a perturbation
for the time-domain observation of an electric field) method [26]. As
detailed in reference [27] the input beam is divided into two parts by a
segmented piezo-controlled flat mirror in order to control the relative
delay between the outer and inner beam segments, displayed on Fig. 4.

The delayed pulses are recombined and focused into the gap of the
first pair of metal electrodes using an off axis parabola (f = 5 cm),
and the resulting ionization yield is measured as a function of time
delay. A holey focusing mirror then refocuses the outer beam on a
second pair of electrodes. These electrodes measure the reference (or
background) ionization yield, into which the laser fluctuations are
imprinted. Finally, the modulation of the ionization yield is calculated
as a function of delay, and the reconstruction algorithm computes the
electric field and phase of the measured pulses. The measured pulse
duration was 23.5 fs (2.3 cycles), which is less than a fs longer than
pulse duration retrieved form the FROG measurement. The measured
and reconstructed ionization yield is visualized in Fig. 5.

The spectral and temporal intensity distribution of the pulses mea-
sured by the two methods are displayed and compared on Fig. 6 (a–d).
Based on these results, we have proven that the pulse duration was
indeed recompressed to not more than 2.3 optical cycles. On Fig. 6
(c,d) the retrieved spectral phase around 2.6 μm (115 THz) is heavily
modulated in both cases, which is a result of the absorption of water
vapor due to the humidity content of air. It is also visible in Fig. 3 (a)
and (b), where at the higher SH frequencies the FROG traces have a
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Fig. 5. Raw (blue dots) and reconstructed (red line) ion yield modulation from the
TIPTOE measurement, which is not to be confused with the electric field of the laser
pulse. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

double peak structure at 60 and -60 fs positions. This limits further
broadening and compressibility due to the distorted spectral phase.
Side peaks can be observed on both reconstructed temporal profiles
obtained by the TIPTOE and the SH-FROG techniques Fig. 6 (a,b).
TIPTOE confirms that these peaks are post-pulses, as it is sensitive
to the direction of time unlike the SH-FROG measurements. Based on
the reconstructed spectral and temporal intensity profiles, the temporal
Strehl ratio (defined by the ratio of peak powers provided by the
measured and that of the transform-limited pulse shape) was calculated
to be 0.73, with 90% of pulse energy contained in the main peak.

3.3. Stability and spatial characterization

An eight-hour long stability measurement was performed, where
fluctuations of the CEP, output power, and the broadened spectrum
were recorded simultaneously. The CEP drift is measured single-shot
by a f-to −2f interferometer equipped with a fast fringe detector
(Fringeezz, Fastlite) for single-shot CEP measurement, sampled at 10
kHz repetition rate [28]. The measured CEP drift (as error signal) was
sent to the Dazzler to correct for fluctuations in a closed-loop mode.
The CEP noise was found to be 82 mrad RMS (Fig. 7, a) during the
eight-hour measurement, which corresponds to 288 million data points.
The CEP has a high frequency noise component, which the stabilization
feedback loop was unable to correct, however the majority of the
measured data points (>95%) are within the ±150 mrad interval.

The single-shot long-term energy measurement was performed with
a photodetector (PDA10PT-EC, Thorlabs) and tracked with an oscillo-
scope. The resulting single-shot RMS stability of the pulse energy is
2.4%. An additional power stability measurement was performed with
a Gentec-EO power meter, which shows a RMS stability of 0.9% during
the same eight-hour period (Fig. 7, b).

The near field spatial intensity distribution (Fig. 8, a) of the com-
pressed pulses was measured by a wavefront sensor (SID4-DWIR, Pha-
sics). The peak-to-valley value of the phase map was found to be 0.3 𝜆,
while the RMS was 0.061 𝜆 with 𝜆 equal to 3.1 μm. The Strehl ratio
(ratio of peak focal intensities in the aberrated and ideal point spread
functions) was calculated to be as high as 0.97. The far field distribution
was calculated using the measured intensity and phase map of the near
field (Fig. 8, b).

3.4. Thermal performance

Due to the relatively high average power of the input beam, thermal
effects were expected to rise in the nonlinear media. Therefore, we
have monitored the temperature changes in the Si and YAG crystals
with a thermal camera (TIM-200, Micro-Epsilon). The temperature
distributions are shown in Fig. 9 (a–b). The peak temperature in the
Si itself cannot be retrieved correctly due to the overlap between the
transmission window of the Si medium and the sensitivity range of the
thermal camera of 8 μm to 13 μm, meaning that only the temperature

Fig. 6. (a) The reconstructed temporal intensity profile is displayed from the SH-
FROG measurement. The FWHM pulse duration is 22.8 fs. (c) The reconstructed
spectral intensity (blue line) and phase (orange dashed line) from the SH-FROG trace
compared to the Mozza measured spectrum (pink area). (b) The temporal intensity
profile reconstructed from TIPTOE yielding 23.5 fs FWHM pulse duration. (d) The
spectral intensity (blue line) and phase (orange dashed line) from TIPTOE measurement
and the Mozza measured spectrum (pink area). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

of the mount itself is representative. To create a 3D thermal model, the
measured temperature distribution of the Si mount was used, and the
absorbed power was calculated from the multiphoton (3 and 4 photon)
absorption process of Si [29].

Temperature rise due to multiphoton absorption in Si was simulated
in COMSOL Multiphysics by using the nonlinear absorption coefficients
from reference [30]. The geometry of our model consisted of the alu-
minum mount and the Si crystal. At the outer surfaces a heat flux with a
heat transfer coefficient of 5 W/(m2 K) was taken, which accounted for
the passive cooling by the ambient air of the laboratory. In the mean-
time, cooling through the mount-post assembly was implemented by a
heat flux with a heat transfer coefficient of 470 W/(m2 K) matching the
experimental conditions. The absorbed pump power was considered as
the heat source in the model, which agreed with the measured power
losses after the Si crystal during the experiment. This way, the 3D
model was validated with the measured temperature distribution of the
mount and the measured absorbed energy.

Based on the validated model, upscaling simulations were con-
ducted for the post-compression of pulses up to 1 mJ input energy at 10
and 100 kHz repetition rates, while keeping the peak intensity in the
Si crystal at constant level. Consequently, the rate of the multiphoton
absorption was considered to be the same for all energy levels. The
temperature elevation in the Si crystal with increasing average power
can be seen in Fig. 9 (d). At 100 kHz, even with 200 μJ pulses
a peak temperature of 50 ◦C is reached with the same passively-
cooled configuration, which was used in the measurement. However,
by increasing the pulse energy to 1 mJ at 100 kHz (100,W average
power), the temperature is expected to exceed 162 ◦C, which would
be undesirable. In comparison, the highest temperature reached with
1 mJ pulses at 10 kHz (10 W average power) is only 35 ◦C. The
thermal lens was estimated to be not shorter than 6 m even in case of
pulses with 1 mJ at 100 kHz, which is attributed to the high thermal
conductivity of Si [31]. Based on these results, active cooling of Si-
based post-compression schemes is necessary for pulse energies higher
than 200 μJ at 100 kHz, while at 10 kHz no cooling of the nonlinear
medium is required up to 1 mJ pulse energy.
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Fig. 7. Eight-hour long stability measurement of post-compressed pulses. (a) CEP stability, (b) power stability and (c) spectral intensity was measured in parallel.

Fig. 8. (a) Near field spatial profile of the post-compressed beam measured with the
wavefront sensor. (b) Calculated far field intensity distribution.

Fig. 9. Thermal camera pictures of in the Si (a) and YAG (b) crystals and in their
mounts. Temperature in the upper left corner refers to the maximum temperature of
the images. (c) Simulated 3D temperature distribution in Si and its mount. (d) Peak
temperature in the Si plate for upscaling in pulse energy for 100 (orange squares) and
10 kHz (blue triangles) repetition rates. gray circle in (d) denotes the measured data
point. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated to the best of our knowledge
the highest average power semiconductor-dielectric hybrid thin plate
post-compression arrangement, demonstrating 23.5 fs pulse duration in
MIR spectral region with 6.8 W output. The pulses were characterized
in both temporal and spatial domains. The CEP, pulse energy and out-
put spectrum of the laser was monitored for 8 h continuously revealing
very good long term stability. Thermal limitations were investigated

in the current optical scheme by merging experimental measurements
and thermal simulations. Based on the achieved results, we predict
that without active cooling, temperature elevation in the silicon (or
other semiconductor plates) will limit the upscaling of the presented
post-compression method for higher average powers.

The presented CEP-stable MIR source is attractive for applications
in the strong-field science and CEP sensitive time-resolved experiments.
Given the parameters, including the Strehl ratio, in the focus of a 2-
inch focal length parabolic mirror the local intensity can easily reach
values above 1014 W/cm2. The first user experiment, which required
high intensity, sub-3 cycle CEP stable MIR pulses, has been successfully
performed and published [32] using the source described in this paper.
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